Analytical solutions of the linear wave equation of shallow waters on the rotating, spherical surface have been found for standing as weD as for inertial waves. The spheroidal wave operator is shown to playa central role in this wave equation. Prolate spheroidal angular functions capture the latitudelongitude anisotropy, the east-west asymmetry, and the Yoshida inhomogeneity of wave propagation on the rotating spherical surface. The identification of the fundamental role of the spheroidal wave operator permits an overview over the system's wave number space. Three regimes can be distinguished. High-frequency gravity waves do not experience the Yoshida waveguide and exhibit Cariolis-induced east-west asymmetry. A second, low-frequency regime is exclusively populated by Rossby waves. The familiar .8-plane regime provides the appropriate approximation for equatorial, baroclinic, lowfrequency waves. Gravity waves on the . These calculations demonstrated that Matsuno's theory was qualitatively complete. However, in spite of its elegance and fundamental role for the terrestrial climate problem, the ,B-pJane approximation is not entirely free from ambiguities. In contrast to Laplace's tidal equation it does not provide a physically meaningful nonrotating limit and postulates, furthermore, an apparently paradoxical east-west asymmetry of gravity of waves. For given mode number and frequency a westward traveling gravity wave has a different phase speed than its eastward counterpart. Such an asymmetry suggests a Doppler-type effect due to a relative motion of medium and observer. However, the "tidal" equations represent a situation where both medium and observer are corotating and at rest relative to each other. In the framework of Doppler theory, these gravity waves should thus be symmetric. Recently, exact, analytical solutions of the spherical tidal equation have been presented [7] for the special cases of standing waves and inertial waves. These results show that the eigenfunctions of the tidal equation are closely related to spheroidal wave functions and underscore the baroclinic, low-frequency nature of the ,B-pJane approximation. At high frequencies, the .B-pJane approximation cannot appropriately accommodate the effects of rotation on the dispersion of gravity waves. In this regime, an alternative approximation of the dispersion relation applies. Presently, a complete analytical theory of Laplace's tidal equations is still not available.
in the framework of the .B-pJane approximation. In this Cartesian approximation of the spherical geometry near the equator Matsuno identified Rossby, mixed Rossby-gravity, as well as gravity waves, including the KelVin wave. He moreover confirmed Yoshida's hypothesis [5] of an equatorial waveguide. A subsequent numerical study of the spherical problem by LonguetHiggins [6] provided a quantitative representation of the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the tidal equation. These calculations demonstrated that Matsuno's theory was qualitatively complete. However, in spite of its elegance and fundamental role for the terrestrial climate problem, the ,B-pJane approximation is not entirely free from ambiguities. In contrast to Laplace's tidal equation it does not provide a physically meaningful nonrotating limit and postulates, furthermore, an apparently paradoxical east-west asymmetry of gravity of waves. For given mode number and frequency a westward traveling gravity wave has a different phase speed than its eastward counterpart. Such an asymmetry suggests a Doppler-type effect due to a relative motion of medium and observer. However, the "tidal" equations represent a situation where both medium and observer are corotating and at rest relative to each other. In the framework of Doppler theory, these gravity waves should thus be symmetric. Recently, exact, analytical solutions of the spherical tidal equation have been presented [7] for the special cases of standing waves and inertial waves. These results show that the eigenfunctions of the tidal equation are closely related to spheroidal wave functions and underscore the baroclinic, low-frequency nature of the ,B-pJane approximation. At high frequencies, the .B-pJane approximation cannot appropriately accommodate the effects of rotation on the dispersion of gravity waves. In this regime, an alternative approximation of the dispersion relation applies. Presently, a complete analytical theory of Laplace's tidal equations is still not available.
The first theoretical investigation of the large-scale response of the ocean-atmosphere system to external tidal forces was conducted by Laplace [I] in terms of the linearized Euler equations on the rotating sphere. Since then. these equations are known as "the tidal equations." although their significance widely exceeds the tidal problem: the free. linearized Euler equations on the rotating sphere govern the basic small-amplitude dynamics of the shallow ftuid envelope of a rotating planet. As such they pose the fundamental linear problem of planetary circulation theory with applications to the atmosphere as well as to the ocean. These applications include short term. large-scale phenomena like the tides in the narrow sense. and long term. large-scale phenomena like the terrestrial climate problem and the circulation of the atmospheres of other planets. The generic dynamics of the overwhelming majority of contemporary numerical circulation models are represented by Laplace's tidal equations.
In contrast to the nonrotating case. Laplace observed that the special form of the rotation vector rendered the three-dimensional (3D) spherical problem nonseparable. With "the tidal equation" he established a 2D approximation, which is separable in spherical coordinates. In this framework the discussed what is now called the Lamb wave under the inftuence of external tidal forces. Laplace was not able to evaluate the eigensolutions of his equation. A century later. Margules [2] identified asymptotically two classes of solutions: gravity waves and the now called Rossby waves. An extensive investigation of these asymptotics by Hough [3] led to the notion of "Hough functions" for the eigensolutions of Laplace's tidal equations.
The most comprehensive discussion of the dynamics of the "tidal" problem to date has been given by The "tidal" equations occupy their fundamental position in planetary circulation theory essentially due to their consistency with respect to geometry, dynamics, and inertial forces, i.e., their covariance with respect to the 2D non-Euclidean geometry of the spherical surface. It is noteworthy t~t Laplace established his form of the equations some 60 years before Coriolis's work on Newton dynamics in rotating systems and-although spherical trigonometry was known at the time-some 75 years before Riemann's systematic discussion of nonEuclidean geometries. Laplace considered the diagnostics of a barotropic gas. Structurally the same diagnostics hold for shallow water theory in the vertically integrated ("transport") form. Linear, as well as nonlinear shallow water theories in transport form thus preserve the dynamically essential covariance of Laplace's tidal equations. In view of their role for the large-scale circution, the "tidal" equations are thus primarily the linear shallow water equations on the rotating sphere. However, it has always been questioned whether shallow water theory can provide a sufficiently rich framework to capture the relevant features of the large-scale circulation.
Shallow water theory in its generic form has an unrealistically trivial vertical structure. But, interestingly enough, the incorporation of vertical structure, namely, baroclinicity, into circulation models has been essentially guided by the spirit of boundary layer theory with little regard for covariance requirements. The prototype of the resulting models is the set of the so called "primitive equations," constructed from three basic ingredients: (1) hydrostatics in the vertical, (2) generally a Boussinesqtype formulation of stratification, and (3) Laplace's Coriolis parameter for the representation of inertial forces. As a mixture of 3D and 2D features, the "primitive equations" are strictly noncovariant. The derivation of physically meaningful results from these equations requires a sophisticated set of scaling conditions [8] and in the numerical approach a high degree of sophistication in the selection of appropriate parameter ranges as well as in the evaluation of physically meaningful diagnostics from model results. Access to increasing computer time did not decrease these problems.
Covariant shallow water theory, on the other hand, is frequently utilized in numerical studies in the form of multilayer, reduced-gravity models [9] . This form eliminates fast barotropic waves through the coding-effective assumption of a quiescent abyss. This is known to be fairly unrealistic and to "increase" relevance reducedgravity models had to resort to the equally artificial, but observationally more ambiguous, reference to an abyssal "level of no motion." However, with access to increasing computer' time the relevance issue ceased to be one of abyssal dogma and became a matter of comparison to observations. It has now been demonstrated that covariant shallow water models successfully simulate observable large-scale features of the ocean circulation: in simple model versions on seasonal [10] and interannual [11] time scales and in more elaborate multilayer versions even on decadal time scales [12] . This success indicates that shallow water theory takes advantage of increased numerical resolution because its covariance captures the fundamental dynamical nature of the large-scale circulation. Vertical structure has to comply with covariance requirements and for multilayer versions this is the case. Shallow water theory with the covariant inclusion of vertical variability as (prognostic or diagnostic) internal variability of a spatially 2D fluid represents the dynamically appropriate framework for planetary circulation theory.
The lack of a complete analytical theory of the linear shallow water equations on the rotating sphere more than two centuries after their formulation provides a measure of their complexity. This is partly due to the necessarily curvilinear nature of the problem. Partial differential operators in curvilinear coordinates carry coordinatedependent coefficients, which complicate the derivation of higher-order wave equations from the first order equations of motion. However, these problems are drastically simplified by utilizing tensor analysis in Riemann space, invoking in particular the concept of covariant differentiation. In contrast to the partial derivative, the covariant derivative "automatically" accounts for the coefficient functions so that the usual differentiation rules for products and other combinations of tensors apply to covariant differentiation. The manipulation of differential expressions then almost proceeds as in the case of Cartesian coordinates.
The additional feature to be taken into account is the non-Euclidean nature of the intrinsic geometry of the 2D spherical surface (it may be noted that the "3D spherical" geometry of the "primitive equations" with vertical coordinate z = r -a, where r is the radial coordinate of 3D Euclidean, spherical geometry and a the Earth's radius, is also non-Euclidean). For a non-Euclidean geometry the Riemann tensor no longer vanishes. This fourth order tensor is a functional of the metric, measuring the anticommutator of the covariant second order derivatives of a vector. As a consequence of a nontrivial Riemannian, the covariant second order derivatives of a vector no longer commute. This characteristic feature of tensor analysis in non-Euclidean Riemann space becomes relevant for the derivation of higher-order wave equations from the vectorial equations of motion. In the present paper different forms of the wave equation of shallow waters on the rotating sphere will be considered using tensor analysis. For these purposes index notation is quite effective with indices m, n ,. . ., running from 1 to 2, subscripts denoting covariant tensor components, superscripts contravariant components, and the semicolon for covariant differentiation. &sentials of tensor analysis can be found in a variety of textbooks [13, 14] and the basic formulas for the 2D geometry of the spherical surface in geophysical coordinates (longitude A, latitude tp) are given in [15] with additional details in the Appendix to this paper.
In this framework it has been shown [7] that the fundamental wave operator of shallow waters on the rotating sphere is the 2D spheroidal wave equation. The separation of this wave equation results in ordinary difFerential equations with periodic coefficients. Formally similar problems in other branches of fluid dynamics (stability of time periodic flow) or in electrodynamics (wave propagation in an elliptical waveguide) lead to the related are given in the Appendix. As necessary for a covariant system, the mass ftux density, defined in the divergence term of the continuity equation, equals the momentum density, defined in the prognostic term of the momentum budget. With this identity, the vertically integrated form (2.1) of a 3D, hydrostatic system satisfies Newton's first law in a spatially 2D sense. Correspondingly, Laplace [16] . Special case solutions, as obtained in [7] , can thus not be generalized by means of some algebra in wave number space. The identification of the prolate spheroidal wave operator as a key element in the linear shallow water equations on the rotating spherical surface permits nevertheless a qualitative overview of the system's wave number space. The asymptotics of the spheroidal wave operator yield a set of approximations of the dispersion relation for different regimes in wave number space, which essentially link the Margules limits with the {J plane. In the paper at hand, the validity and limitations of these approximations are directly tested against numerical computations of the eigenfrequencies of rotating, spherical shallow waters.
The code for the calculation of eigenvalues has been kindly provided by P. Swarztrauber and is extensively discussed in [17] . In contrast to the numerical approach of Longuet-Higgins [6] this code does not require the prior derivation of a wave equation. It rather takes direct advantage of the fact that shallow water theory represents a 2D vector field. Expanding the eigensolutions in spherical vector harmonics, the first order equations of motion are transformed into an infinite, symmetric, homogeneous, pentadiagonallinear algebraic system. The eigenvalues of this system are readily computed numerically. Although the {J-plane approximation and the numerical approach have been well established for 30 years, they have-to our knowledge-never been compared in a common format. Besides a direct validity test, such a comparison elucidates the characteristic dispersive features of the {J-plane regime within the entire wave number space. In conjunction with the quantitative representation of the complete dispersion relation, the set of analytical approximations obtained here specifies particular dispersion regimes in wave number space. The characteristics of these regimes differentiate the wide range of circulation phenomena, represented by shallow waters on the rotating spherical surface. .
Evaluation of the right-hand side (RHS) with the help of the mass and potential vorticity budgets leads to
3)
The wave operator on the LHS of (2. Hence, on multiplication of (2.3) with (a,z+ /2) one obtains (a,z+ r)[(a,z+ r-c2A.)a, +c2E""'/ Nalll]r = -c2d-alllraNr. yields a wave equation in terms of the momentum Bux vector. In contrast to the temporally fifth order, scalar equation (2.5) this is a temporally third order vector equation. The prolate spheroidal vector operator is seen to playa prominent role in (2.6b). While both (2.5) and (2.6b) exhibit some identifiable structure, they are nevertheless still fairly complex. A more symmetric form of the wave equation can be obtained with the help of certain derivatives of (2.6b).
Consider first the scalar product of (2.6b) with the gradient of the Conolis parameter. To this end evaluatẽ On the spherical surface, waves propagate in a fundamentally anisotropic environment: only in one direction is the propagation of waves possible, while standing waves form in the perpendicular direction. Due to its topology as an unbounded but finite domain, the spherical surface always acts as a waveguide. On the rotating sphere the propagation direction is the longitudinal direction and it can always be chosen as such in the nonrotating case. This suggests the dependent variables to be of the form
where y =sintp and F(y) is a latitudinal eigenfunction. To ensure sufficient dift"erentiability on the entire domain, the zonal wave number M should be an integer. For functions of this form the scalar, prolate spheroidal wave operator reduces to the prolate angular operator =g~f"j,,;.. +2f";.j.;. + f.;..j. or A large part of the dynamical wealth of planetary circulations is due to the fact that the rotating spherical surface provides an anisotropic and inhomogeneous arena for the propagation of shallow water waves. Besides the basic latitude-longitude anisotropy, rotation effects on the spherical surface introduce an east-west asymmetry into the propagation of waves. However, in a Doppler-type framework gravity waves are expected to be symmetric, as long as observer and medium are at rest relative to each other. In addition to these asymmetries, Yoshida [5] has pointed out that the rotating spherical surface is inhomogeneous with respect to latitude. At low frequencies, latitudinal eigenfunctions behave oscillatorily only in a narrow equatorial belt, the Yoshida waveguide.
The f -plane approximation, successfully employed in the study of internal gravity waves, does not admit Rossby waves, nor does it exhibit anisotropy or inhomogeneity. In contrast, MarguIes's asymptotics [2] represent the anisotropic, globally homogeneous limits of the system. In the nonrotating case (.0.=0) one obtains from the wave equations of the previous section r=roPf(sintp)e-i8, (3.1a) is symmetric with respect to the zonal wave number M. On the other hand, for nondivergent Bow the limit c 2 -. 00 , r = const of the Matsuno equation (2.7) yields
As in both cases the RHS is not readily incorporated into a factorized fonD of the LHS. these equations do not suggest an obvious strategy to evaluate eigensolutions. Similar expressions are obtained from the U equations. Although the latitudinal eigenfunctions are generally not just prolate angle functions, these equations indicate nevertheless the fundamental role of the prolate angle operator.
r=const. m WAVE PROPAGATION ON THE SURFACE OF THE ROTATING SPHERE
In addition to long gravity waves, rotating sphere shallow waters admit the propagation of Rossby waves. These waves emerge as a consequence of restorative torques generated by the latitudinally varying Coriolis force. The notion of "mixed Rossby-gravity" and "Kelvin" waves does not refer to qualitatively different waves, but to the specific organization of eastern and western branches into modes by the .8-plane approximation. Gravity and Rossby waves in rotating shallow waters are dynamically related to sound and AIrven waves in magnetohydrodynamics. j/l=joEnmamp!.'(sinlp)e-i9, (3.2b) representing divergence-free Roesby waves with dispersion relation [7] . Instead of the diagonalizations of (2.9), less symmetric low-order closures of the coupled system are considered. To obtain a closed form of the Matsuno equation (2.9a) eliminate j 1 between the continuity equation (2.1a) and the onecomponent of the momentum budget (2.1b) with the result sinip cr = :f:CI) /20 . This demonstrates that low-frequency waves are concentrated in a narrow belt around the equator. while waves with frequencies higher than the inertial frequency do not detect the Yoshida waveguide at all. The solutions (3.5) thus account for the latitude-longitude anisotropy as well as the latitudinal inhomogeneity of the rotating spherical surface. As standing waves they do not exhibit an eastwest asymmetry.
For a=O. prolate angular functions reduce to associated Legendre polynomials. In the nonrotating limit. (3.5a) therefore becomes r=ro(a,,-tantp)Pi1e-;CIIt .
With the familiar recurrence relations for associated Legendre polynominals [18] it is readily seen that a",Pi1=pf+Piltantp .
In the nonrotating, globally homogeneous case (3.5) thus coincides with the Margules limit (3.1) for M=O.
The asymptotics of the prolate angular equation provide an estimate of the domain of validity of the .8-pIane approximation. Generally, .8-pIane dynamics are obtained by introducing the Cartesian approXimation to the spherical geometry in the vicinity of the equator, formulating the equations of motion (2.1) in these coordinates, and finally deriving the system's wave equation. Conversely, it will here be shown that appropriate approxi- where £pA(L,K;a)=£PA(L, -K;a) denotes the eigenvalue corresponding to the prolate angular function Sf(y;a). A closed expression for these eigenvalues does not exist [16, 18] . Furthermore, due to the lack of recurrence relations, (3.5) has to be given in terms of the prolate angular function and its first derivatives. This solution describes essentially standing gravity waves,
where the /J-plane approximation denotes the case L = I as standing mixed Rossby-gravity wave. In contrast to the nonrotating case, standing waves on the rotating The cosine of latitude in the denominator of the momentum flux of inertial waves raises the question of regularity at the poles for this solution. Near the poles the prolate angular function behaves like [16] Sf-1(y;a)=(I-y2)IJlI12F(L,M-l;a) , where F generally does not vanish. This is sufficient to ensure the polar regularity of (3.8), except for M=O and 2. For M=2, tabulated values of the spheroidal wave function [16] show that Sl(y=:t:l;a)=O. However, it is not obvious that this value is approached sufficiently fast for all L and a. At M =0, (3.8) should not only be regular at the poles, but also coincide with (3.5) at v=a. With regard to the dispersion relations (3.Sd) and (3.8d) this correspondence is obvious. Regularity and correspondence of the solutions can in this case even be checked directly, since S1;1(y;a2=EpA) is known in closed form [16] . For even L Si1(y;a2=EpA)= A sin(asintp)/COSip with constant A is a regular prolate angular function, if a is an even multiple of 'IT /2. A sinli1ar expression holds for odd L [16] . Thus, if a is for instance an even multiple of 'IT /2, the solutions (3.5) and (3.8) become r -cos(a sincp) , j 1 -sintp sin( a sintp) , j2-sin(asintp)/COSqJ . zeros of Y in the open interval ." E ( -Q), Q)). It may be noted that the spectrum of the parabolic cylinder operator is actually continuous. In the approximation of an operator with a discrete spectrum, the mode number emerges here necessarily as an integer, thus selecting those parabolic cylinder functions which can be represented in terms of Hermite polynominals. In contrast, the conventional derivation of the Matsuno equation on the fJ plane has to confine itself quite arbitrarily to integer mode numbers. Moreover, this derivation of the equatorial fJ plane can obviously not be generalized to obtain a "midlatitude fJ plane." Besides formal difficulties to define it as an approximation to the spherical problem, such a concept would necessarily imply unphysical features like a "midlatitude waveguide," midlatitude mixed Rossby-gravity waves, and-independent of coastal trapping-midlatitude Kelvin waves. The fJ plane is thus the appropriate approximation for equatorial low-frequency waves, if the Lamb parameter is large. As an asymptotic expansion for large a , the fJ plane excludes a nonrotating limit and approximates the exterior of the Yoshida waveguide by an infinite plane. On Earth, large a refer to baroclinic waves in the ocean. Baroclinic low-frequency dynamics in the equatorial ocean are indeed successfully simulated by reduced-gravity models in fJ-plane geometry [10, 11] .
A second exact solution in terms of prolate angular functions is readily found from a low-order closure of (2.9b). Evaluation of the two-component of ( The structure of (3.1a) is similar to the spherical MatsUDO equation (3.3) . A particularly simple form of (3.1a) is ob- Exact solutions in terms of prolate angular functions capture the latitude-longitude anisotropy and the eastwest asymmetry as well as the latitudinal inhomogeneity of the rotating spherical surface. In contrast to associated Legendre polynomials or parabolic cylinder functions they are capable of representing an equatorial waveguide on the finite spherical surface, where the inhomogeneityscale-i.e., the width of the Yoshida waveguide-is controlled by the Lamb parameter. In the corresponding limits the prolate angular functions reproduced Margules's asymptotics and the IJ-plane approximation, respectively. At sufficiently high frequencies, gravity waves are no longer confined by an equatorial waveguide, but propagate on a globally homogeneous, though anisowhere A denotes a constant amplitude and Sr-1(y;a) the prolate angular function of degree L ~ 0 and order (M-l) with l-L ~M~L+l. The eigensolutions of linear shallow waters for inertial waves on the rotating sphere are found from this expression as r=ro CO8'P8r-le -i9 , tropic spherical surface. From an alternative viewpoint, the Lamb parameter appears as the remnant of a vertical wave number in a vertically integrated, strictly horizontal system and the dependence of eigenfrequencies and eigenfunctions on this "wave number" as a rotation-induced "vertical dispersion." In a two-layer model, the barotropic eigenfrequency lI)l(L,M;al) and the baroclinic eigenfrequency lI)2(L,M;a2) at the same L and M belong to different eigenfunctions S!.'(y;al) and Sf!(y;a2)' respectively. In the nonrotating limit these eigenfunctions reduce to the same associated Legendre polynominal P!.'(y) and the system becomes strictly nondispersive. There is, nevertheless, a pronounced difference between the Lamb parameter and a wave number in the proper sense: for given a the prolate angular functions form a complete, orthonormal set of basis functions, while this is not the case for given L and M. The Lamb parameter provides the link between covariant, linear shallow waters and vertical variability that maintains consistency with respect to Laplace's representation of inertial forces on the rotating spherical surface. Obviously, this vertical variability has to appear as internal variability of a strictly 2D fluid. The representation of vertical variability in terms of a set of Lamb parameters and a vertical wave number is not only redundant, but will generally be inconsistent. In practice, prolate angular functions are the appropriate set of basis functions for a rotating, shallow few-layer fluid on the global domain. These computations use the Swarztrauber-K~~hara code [17] to solve the equations of motion (2.1) numerically. In Fig. 1{b) , the solid lines represent in fact two calculations: numerical solutions of the eigenvalue problem and (3.5d). Both results obviously coincide. For a=O the numerical code [17] reproduces the Margules limits (3.1c) and (3.2c). Figure 1 (a) clearly shows low-frequency Rossby waves, well separated by the mixed Rossby-gravity wave from higher-frequency gr:avity modes. The standing waves in Fig. 1{b ) are gravity waves, where the fJ-plane approximation denotes the lowest mode as mixed Rossby-gravity wave. While exact eigensolutions could here only be obtained in special cases, the identification of the role of the prolate spheroidal wave operator is nevertheless sufficient for a qualitative overview of the system's wave number space. The asymptotics of this operator yield a set of approximations of the dispersion relation, which link the Margules limits with the .8 plane. These approximations are here tested against numerical solutions of the full eigenvalue problem of shallow waters on the rotating spherical surface.
Benchmarks for these approximations are provided by the exact dispersion relations (3.5d) and (3.8d) as well as the Margules limits (3.1c) and (3.2c). The prolate angular eigenvalues are explicitly known [16, 18] with q=2N+l, p=N(N+l), and N=L-IKI. Higher-order terms are given in [16, 18] and the optimal matching of both expressions depends on L, K, and a. Linearization of the shallow water equations around this equilibrium leads to (a, + uaA,)r+j";" =0 , while an obeerver rotating with the sphere still sees westward traveling Rossby wav(
These considerations demonstrate that the Lamb parameter captures the Corlolis effect, as well as shear eft"ects of stationary, zonal flows on the dispersion of shallow water wav~ on the rotating spherical surface. Zonal currents on the surface of the sphere necessarily exhibit shear. In addition to the usual Doppler effect this shear introduces an east-w~t asymmetry into the propagation of waves that is still seen by an observer moving with the flow. The east-w~t asymmetry introduced by the Cariolis term is physically closely related to this shear-induced Doppler effect.
The same east-west asymmetry is exhibited by gravity wav~ with v»a.
In this frequency domain the denominator on the RHS of (3.7a) can be Taylor expanded. For The domain of validity of (4.3) in Fig. 1 is the upper left comer above the dashed line. For a=S and mode numbers 2~No=L -1M! ~ 10 these gravity modes are shown in Fig. 2 as a function of the zonal wave number M in comparison to numerically computed eigenfrequencies of the full system. For all mode numbers, (4.3) has been calculated with the power series expansion (4.1a) for EPA to O(~). Discrepancies appear at low No and small wave numbers M. For sufficiently high frequencies, however, (4.3) provides a good approximation to the eigenfrequencies of long gravity waves on the rotating spherical surface. In agreement with (4.2) the dispersion diagram exhibits east-west asymmetry: westward branches are steeper than their eastward counterparts. For a=O, (4.3) reduces to the Margules limit (3.1c) and the east-and westward branches become symmetrical with respect to (a, + uaA)j. +E..Fjm+c2a.,=o , where F=2(O+ U>siDf). On the spherical surface, the stationary mean Bow is seen to introduce two effects in comparison to (2.1): fint, the partial time derivative is replaced by the substantial derivative following the mean Bow. This is the Doppler effect in the fAmiliar sense. Secondly, the shear of the zonal Bow modifies the Coriolis parameter. As a stationary zonal Bow on a spherical surface will general1y be a shear Bow, this additional shear effect will always appear for a medium moving relative to the observer. For the above system it is in particular obvious that the shear of a westward Bow with U = -0 (i.e., a medium at rest with respect to a nonrotating observer) completely compensates the Coriolis effect. Conversely, this implies that the effect of the Coriolis term on the dispenion of gravity waves pn the rotating spherical surface is physically equivalent to the shear effect of a stationary, eastward zonal Bow on the dispenion of gravity waves on the nonrotating sphere, as seen by an observer moving with the Bow.
For general values of U the dispersion relation of the above system in Fig. l(a) is the part below a horlzontalline (not shown) v=l. For a=S and mode numbers 0~N2=L-IMI ~S the Rossby frequencies 0' r = V r / a are shown in Fig. 3 as a function of M in comparison to numerically computed eigenfrequencies of the full system. For N 2 > 0 the dispersion relation (4.4) has been evaluated with the expansion (4.la) of EpA to O( a2), while for N 2 =0 (the Rossby branch of the mixed Rossby-gravity mode) the expansion (4.lb) to O(ao) has been used. Except for small 1M I in the mixed Rossby-gravity mode, agreement is generally good. Inspection of Fig. l(a) shows that for a=S the frequency of the mixed Rossby-gravity mode at M = -1 is larger than 1 and thus outside the domain of validity of (4.4).
For c -~, i.e., a -0, the eigenfrequencies (4.4) reduce to the Margules limit (3.2c). In the opposite extreme a» 1 they approach the familiar fJ-plane values. In contrast to the Margules limit and the {3 plane, the approximation (4.4) holds for Rossby waves at all values of the Lamb parameter and is not restricted to the vicinity of the equator. Since the regime-defining inequality involves -wave numbers and frequencies only, (4.4) applies in the entire physical space. It includes in particular those Rossby waves which are frequently represented in terms of a "midlatitude {3 plane." As pointed out in the previous section such a concept is formally as well as physically inconsistent, while the approximation (4.4) is free of these difficulties. Baroc1inic Rossby waves in the midlatitude Pacific play an important role in the long-term aftereffects of an E1 Nino event [12] .
Linear fJ-plane dynamics approximate low-frequency waves in the equatorial waveguide for large values of the Lamb parameter. The dispersive properties of gravity and Rossby waves on the {3 plane are given by the roots .. >-u i M =0. For increasing a discrepancies expand to higher mode numbers. However, with the inclusion of higherorder terms of (4.1a) it can always be achieved that agreement at v=a is fair and becomes rapidly better for v>a. For M=O, (4.3) does not reduce exactly to (3..5d), although Fig. 2 indicates satisfactory quantitative agreement for sufficiently large v. For all values of a, gravity waves, which are well approximated by (4.3) do not experience an equatorial waveguide. These gravity waves gain large-scale relevance, if the Lamb parameter is small. On Earth this is the case for Lamb waves, atmospheric gravity waves, and barotropic gravity waves in the ocean, where the latter are of particular significance for the ocean's response to external tidal forces. On a slowly rotating planet like Venus, gravity waves (4.3) playa dominating role on large scales.
A second regime in wave number space is defined by the inequality M2»v2.
In this case p.»l and the denominator on the RHS of the Matsuno equation A prominent feature in Fig. 4 is the east-west asymmetry of the gravity modes (4.Sa). For given frequency and mode number N 2 Fig. 4 clearly indicates 1M ""I >ME .
In obvious contrast to (4.2) eastward propagating gravity waves have a higher phase speed than their westward counterparts at the same frequency and mode number. It will here be demonstrated that this difference is in fact an enhanced east-west asymmetry of the type (4.2). To this end notice that the dispersion relations (3.1c), (3.8d), and (4.3) utilize a mode number No, while (3.2c), (3.Sd), (3.6), and (4.4) organize modes with respect to N2. Both of these numbers represent physically different quantities: No is the number-of zeros of the mass perturbation r, while N 2 counts the zeros of the latitudinal momentum component j2. To evaluate the role of these wave numbers consider the eigenfrequencies of gravity waves in either representation. Figure 5 shows numerically computed eigenfrequencies of gravity waves for O~No ~ 10 at Lamb parameters a=O,S,I00. Figure 6 depicts exactly the same eigenfrequencies, here, however, combined into modes according to constant N2. It is pointed out that Fig. 5 does not show the roots of (3.6). These roots exhibit additional quantitative discrepancies with numerically calculated eigenvalues due to the fact that (3.6) involves only terms of O(ao) of (4.1b). These quantitative discrepancies can partly be decreased by including higher-order terms of (4.1b) into (3.6). The qualitative feature of interest here is the fact that the {J-plane apVrg~tM+tv~ (4.5c) of (3.6) is taken, which combines the eastward gravity branch for N2=O with the highest westward Rossby branch into the mixed Rossby-gravity mode. Finally, the KelVin wave is the trivial solution of the .B-plane version of the MatsUDo equation and its dispersion relation is consequently not included in (3.6). Rather, it has to be reevaluated from the equations of motion as
, (4.5d) where e here denotes the unit step function. For a= 100 and N 2 ~ 3 the dispersion relation (4.5) is shown in Fig. 4 in comparison to numerically computed eigenfrequencies of the full problem. The agreement is generally good. For increasing a the agreement improves, while for smaller a or higher frequencies discrepancies emerge. As a large-a approximation, (3.6) does not reduce to thẽ Under terrestrial conditions the dispersive properties of the p-plane regime are those of equatorial. baroclinic low-frequency waves in the ocean. These waves are of major significance in climate dynamics. The now widely known El Nino phenomenon. for instance. is essentially triggered by baroclinic KelVin waves. generated by changing winds in the western equatorial Pacific [11] . The comparison of Figs. 5 and 6 demonstrates the modification of the dispersion of low-frequency gravity waves with varying Lamb parameter: for larger a the westward branches not only steepen, but are translated to higher frequencies. Due to this translation eigenfrequencies with constant N2=No-sgn(M) can be combined into one mode. This relation between No and N 2 ensures the same symmetry with respect to the equator for the eigensolutions of all members of one mode in both representations. The dift"erent east-west asymmetry of the P plane thus emerges in fact as an enhanced east-west asymmetry of the type (4.2). The reason for the upward translation of westward lowfrequency gravity branches is the emergence of Rossby waves in this part of wave number space: the uniqueness of a wave prohibits the intersection of the dispersion curves of Rossby and gravity waves. The amplified eastwest asymmetry of gravity waves in the p-plane regime is thus the necessary condition for the coexistence of Rossby waves and low-frequency gravity waves in the Yoshida waveguide.
Although the labeling of gravity modes by the mode number N 2 leads to good quantitative agreement in the .B-plane regime, it is not quite unproblematic. In contrast With respect to dynamics as well as diagnostics, Laplace's tidal equations are the linear shallow water equations on the rotating spherical surface. These equations are a spatially 2D, covariant, and separable approximation to the covariant and nonseparable 3D problem. Covariant differentiation renders tensor analysis on the non-Euclidean spherical surface straightforward. The prolate spheroidal wave operator plays a fundamental role in the system's wave equation. Only in special cases can its latitudinal eigenfunctions be represented as simple combinations of trigonometric functions and prolate angular functions. The form of the wave equations indicates nevertheless that these functions are a key element of the general solution.
The rotating spherical surface provides an anisotropic and inhomogeneous arena for the propagation of Rossby and long gravity waves. The fundamental latitudelongitude anisotropy is due to its topology, while the Coriolis effect introduces an additional east-west asymmetry, physically similar to the asymmetry induced by the shear of a stationary, zonal flow. The joint action of rotation and a finite intrinsic phase speed of shallow waters lead to a latitudinal inhomogeneity, which confines low-frequency waves to an equatorial waveguide. Prolate angular functions represent this inhomogeneity on the finite spherical surface, where the width of the Yoshida waveguide is controlled by the Lamb parameter. As this parameter distinguishes barotropic and baroclinic phase speeds. it also permits the consistent incorporation of vertical variability into rotating, spherical shallow waters as internal variability of an otherwise 2D fluid. For linearizations around a stationary, zonal flow, the Lamb parameter captures the necessary shear effects of such flows on the spherical surface.
In the wave number space of shallow waters on the ro-tating spherical surface three regimes with distinct dispersion properties have been identified. For gravity waves at and above the inertial frequency the rotating sphere is globally homogeneous and an equatorial waveguide does not exist. In addition to the latitudelongitude anisotropy, these gravity waves exhibit Cariolis-induced east-west asymmetry with stepper westward branches of the dispersion diagram. Barotropic gravity waves in the ocean, generated by external tidal forces, propagate in this regime. A second, lowfrequency regime of Rossby waves can be distinguished for all values of the Lamb parameter. Besides Margules's nondivergent Rossby waves and Rossby waves on the equatorial fJ plane, this regime includes midlatitude Rossby waves, which are frequently represented in terms of a "midlatitude fJ plane." The approximations obtained here avoid the inherent inconsistencies of this concept. Finally, for large values of the Lamb parameter, the fJ plane admits gravity and Rossby waves with frequencies well below the inertial frequency, coexisting in the Yoshida waveguide. As a consequence of the emergence of Rossby waves in the westward part of wave number space, the east-west asymmetry of low-frequency gravity waves is enhanced: westward gravity branches are not only steeper than their eastward counterparts, but are also translated to higher frequencies. Under terrestrial conditions the fJ-plane regime represents baroclinic lowfrequency waves in the equatorial ocean. These waves are of major significance for the terrestrial climate problem, as indicated by the crucial role of baroclinic Kelvin waves in the equatorial Pacific for the EI Nino phenomenon. Exact dispersion relations for strictly standing waves and for inertial waves, as well as the Margules limits, provide benchmarks for analytical approximations and numerical computations of the eigenfrequencies of linear shallow water on the rotating spherical surface.
r l -r l -tAnm 12-21---""" rt 1 = sintp COSql .
The Ricci tensor is defined as a contraction of the Riemannian Ginn =gabGambll and has for the particular metric (AI) the form G --2 mil -a gmll.
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